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Evidence of waste management impacting severe diarrhea prevalence more than WASH: An exhaustive analysis with Brazilian municipal-level data

Anni Juvakoski,*, Henrik Rantanen, Michela Mulas, Francesco Corona, Riku Vahala, Olli Varis, Ilkka Mellin

Abstract

Adequate housing protects from diarrhea, which is a substantial health concern in low- and middle-income countries. The purpose of this study was to quantify the relationship between severe diarrhea and housing features at the municipal level to help in public health planning.

Regression analyses were performed on annual (2000–2012) datasets on Brazilian municipalities (5570) in six household feature categories (e.g., waste management) and four severe diarrhea outcomes (e.g., diarrhea deaths of under-5 children). Household data were not available elsewhere of this magnitude and granularity, highlighting the scientific value-add of this study. Municipalities were clustered prior to regression analysis because of data heterogeneity. The compositional household feature data were also subjected to principal component analysis to diminish feature variable multicollinearity.

The highest explanatory power was found for diarrhea deaths of under-5 children ($R^2 = 0.22$ %), while those in the over-5 population were the least best explained ($R^2 = 0.3$ %). Household features predicted diarrhea outcomes more accurately in the “advanced” housing municipality cluster ($R^2 = 0.22$ %) than in the “mid-level” ($R^2 = 0.12$ %) and “basic” ($R^2 = 0.12$ %) ones (over-5 diarrhea deaths excluded). Under-5 children’s diarrhea death prevalence was three times higher in the “basic” cluster than in the “advanced” cluster. Importantly, the impact of waste management was overall the largest of all household features, even larger than those of WASH, i.e., water supply, sanitation, and household drinking water treatment. This is surprising in the context of existing literature because WASH is generally regarded as the most important household factor affecting gastrointestinal health.

In conclusion, public health interventions could benefit from customizing interventions for diarrhea outcomes, municipality types, and household features. Waste management’s identified stronger association with diarrhea compared to WASH may have important implications beyond the water field and Brazil.

1. Introduction

Although diarrhea-related hospitalizations and diarrhea mortalities have been decreasing significantly for the last few decades around the world, they remain a substantial health concern in low- and middle-income countries (UNICEF, 2022). More specifically, global diarrhea mortality of under-5 children has dropped by 70% between 1990 and 2017. This decrease is largely due to improved healthcare (see Section 3.7) as well as improvements in housing, particularly access to water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) (Troeger et al., 2020). As countries and municipalities become more prosperous, they can apply large-scale policies to improve insufficient housing. Household features that effectively reduce contact with fecal pathogens potentially causing diarrhea are achievable for more and more households in the world. These improvements include appropriate sanitation, solid waste management, and a safe drinking water source. In low-income areas, inadequate housing conditions remain a major cause of diarrhea (e.g., Adane et al., 2017; WHO, 2017).
In Brazil and most other countries, municipalities are the main decision-making units in control of providing key public health services (Machoski and de Araujo, 2020; Neves, 2012; Lima et al., 2020). Brazilian municipalities are responsible for managing the water supply, sewage disposal, domestic solid waste, urban cleaning, and drainage (Neves, 2012). As municipalities are the main duty-bearers of these activities, the effects of their housing policies on health should thus be assessed on a relevant scale. Municipality-level analyses of diseases and their determinants have been found to be relevant in the epidemiology of several other health topics, such as the health program impact on infant mortality (Aquino et al., 2009), obesity (Reeve et al., 2015), and cancer mortality (Roquette et al., 2018).

As the majority of such decision-making is done by the municipalities, it is instrumental in understanding how successful municipalities are in fostering public health, especially in low- and middle-income countries. However, the existing literature on diarrhea determinants consists mostly of experimental studies looking at intervention efficacy in small communities (e.g., Degebasa et al., 2018), reviews of those experimental studies (e.g., Darvesh et al., 2017), and studies on individuals/families (e.g., Soboksa, 2021). Controlled experimental studies on intervention efficacy on the community, household, or individual scales can prove causality between diarrhea and its determinants, yet they provide little evidence on whether such interventions are effective when implemented in a different context or on a larger scale. Findings from small-scale case studies may not be generalizable to the municipal level. Additionally, experimental studies conducted in communities usually have short follow-up periods, thus providing only snapshots of determinant effects (Darvesh et al., 2017). Therefore, these research approaches have limited utility in designing effective public health policies. Nevertheless, the need to widen the research scope from individuals and households to neighborhoods and municipalities has been recognized in recent studies. For example, in their systematic review, Jung et al. (2017) found that poor neighborhood sanitation (including basic public sewerage infrastructure, open drainage, and open defecation) poses a risk of diarrhea almost equal to poor household sanitation. Similarly, Fuller and Eisenberg (2016) found that herd protection from contreras and Eisenberg (2020). If these issues exist on a larger scale, municipalities could save millions and increasingly boost their inhabitants’ health through re-prioritizing efficient interventions in their policies.

Brazil was chosen as the study area for the following three reasons. First, Brazil is in the top 20 of the most economically unequal countries in the world, based on the GINI index (World Bank, 2020). Brazil is home to some of the most privileged as well as underprivileged communities in the world, therefore providing a diverse study sample. Its five geographic regions divided into 27 states (including the federal district) are distinguished by varying wealth and education levels (Szwarcwald et al., 2016). Second, Brazil has been a meticulous collector of data (see Section 2.1). As a result, there are vast household data available for this study. Third, Brazil is a huge upper-middle-income country with its 211 million population and 5570 municipalities (in 2019). Middle-income countries are an important research focus point, as more and more low-income countries are becoming part of this group, especially in the coming years. With this study, the authors aim to provide a highly relevant point-of-view for combating diarrhea in municipal and other large-scale public health planning—a clear knowledge gap in today’s literature. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this granularity of household features and health data are not available elsewhere on this magnitude, and a study on this scale has not been conducted before. This municipal-scale analysis matches the intervention scale, thus providing a comprehensive outlook on the determinants of severe diarrhea in low- and middle-income countries. The goal of the study is to help equip decision-makers in the field with practical takeaways for tackling municipal-level health challenges.

The research question the study aims to answer is: How do housing features relate to severe diarrhea prevalence in different types of municipalities? In practice, the dependence of diarrhea hospitalizations and deaths on household features in Brazilian municipalities was examined using linear regression. The set of explanatory variables included the prevalence of types of water supply, sanitation, waste management, household drinking water treatment, house walls, and electrification. The dependent variables were prevalence of diarrhea hospitalizations and diarrhea deaths of under-5 children and the rest of the population. Before the regression analysis, observations (2000–2012) from municipalities (5570) were grouped into clusters by using the k-means method. This was done based on municipalities’ overall housing level to explore whether it influences the way housing affects diarrhea prevalence. Clustering was followed by principal component analysis of household features to remove collinearity and reduce the dimensionality of the problem by decreasing the number of explanatory variables used in the regression models. See the Materials and Methods section for further reasoning for the methodology.

2. Materials and methods

Fig. 1 presents the overall workflow of the used methods. All code was written and executed in R and is available upon request. Household feature data (years 2000–2012) were available in the form of the number of families in each municipality utilizing a certain household feature each year. The annual diarrhea data from the same years indicate the number of diarrhea hospitalizations and diarrhea deaths in each municipality. Both data types were acquired from all 5570 municipalities in Brazil. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this granularity of household features and health data is not available elsewhere to this magnitude. The 2019–20 OECD Survey of Health Data Development (OECD iLibrary 2021) notes that in terms of development and the use of data within key national health datasets, Brazil “compares favorably” to other countries.

2.1. Household feature data

The data were acquired from the Brazilian Primary Care Information System (Sistema de Informação da Atenção Básica, SIAB), (SIAB, 2023), which collected the data through household visits. Data were collected from 15.6 to 35.4 million households annually, depending on the year. The number of counted families increased over the years, but the slightly varying sample sizes did not critically affect the proportions of families using each feature. The monthly collected data were later consolidated by the IT department of the Brazilian Unified Health System (Departamento de Informática do Sistema Único de Saúde, DATASUS) working under the Brazilian Ministry of Health with the following alterations. Municipalities not supplying data monthly were excluded from the data.
In the case of families fitting into several categories within one feature category, the more commonly used one was recorded in the data. In most cases, not all households in each municipality were visited. To be able to compare municipalities, the number of households in each feature category was divided by the number of total sampled households to get the feature prevalence (%), i.e., count data were transformed into proportions. Outlier detection and removal are described in the supplementary material. Household feature categories are described according to SIAB data technical notes in Table 1. To help discuss the overall change in household features in Brazil over the years, prevalence maps (1998–2015) were created in addition to the actual statistical analysis.

2.2. Diarrhea hospitalization and diarrhea death data

Diarrhea hospitalizations and diarrhea deaths of under-5 children and the over-5 population were acquired from the database of DATASUS. The data indicate the number of diarrhea hospitalizations and diarrhea deaths in each municipality in each year (2000–2012). According to the data source, it includes all diarrhea hospitalizations from all public and most private health facilities as well as diarrhea deaths from all possible registering facilities.

Upon collecting data from the database, the diarrhea data was aggregated into two categories: children four years and younger (=under-5 children) and people older than that (=over-5 population). All diarrhea data were listed in the form of the patient’s home municipality, even if the patient was admitted to a health facility somewhere.

---

**Table 1.** Households with different feature categories (%) over time (1998–2015). SIAB = the Brazilian Primary Care Information System (Sistema de Informação da Atenção Básica). DATASUS = IT department of the Brazilian Unified Health System (Departamento de Informática do Sistema Único de Saúde).

### 2. Data cleaning

- Annual household feature data (2000–2012) from 5570 municipalities (from SIAB)
- Consists of number of families using features within feature categories of drinking water, sanitation, waste management, wall material, electrification, and point-of-use water treatment
- Data were transformed to proportions of families using each feature

### 2. Data clustering

- Municipalities clustered (k-means) into three groups based on all household variables
- Clustering enables unmasking diarrhea determinant differences between different types of municipalities

### 3. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

- To remove multicollinearity, PCA was performed on clustered household feature data within each of the variable categories
- Principal components explaining more than 10% of total variable category variance were selected as contenders for explanatory variables in regression analysis

### 4. Regression

- Linear regression conducted within each cluster with household variable principal components as explanatory variables and diarrhea variables used as dependent variables
- Municipal population was used as the weight variable in all regressions
- Explanatory variables in the model’s were selected by using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and backward selection procedure
- Explanatory principal component variables ranked by t-values and p-values to be able to compare effects of household features

---

**Fig. 1.** Workflow of used methods. SIAB = the Brazilian Primary Care Information System (Sistema de Informação da Atenção Básica). DATASUS = IT department of the Brazilian Unified Health System (Departamento de Informática do Sistema Único de Saúde).
else. Hospitalizations (DATASUS, 2023a) listed under all available fitting categories describing diarrhea were included to compile the diarrhea hospitalization data. These categories included “cholera,” “typhoid and paratyphoid fever,” “shigellosis,” “amebiasis,” “diarrhea and gastroenteritis of infectious origin,” and “other infectious gastro-intestinal diseases.” Diarrhea mortality was also compiled from the same source—the mortality database in DATASUS (DATASUS, 2023b). Diarrhea deaths were likewise assembled from all the available categories describing diarrhea mortality and include “intestinal infectious diseases,” “cholera,” “diarrhea and gastroenteritis of infectious origin,” and “other infectious gastro-intestinal diseases.”

To obtain proportional data, the count data were transformed into occurrences per 100,000 inhabitants by dividing the diarrhea hospitalizations and deaths by the population of the municipality and multiplying that by 100,000. It was assumed that the diarrhea data contained no errors, as diarrhea prevalence can change drastically from one year to the next due to sporadic epidemics. To help analyze the overall change in diarrhea hospitalizations and diarrhea deaths in Brazil over the years, prevalence maps (for the years 2000, 2006, and 2012) were created in addition to the statistical analysis (Fig. 2 and supplementary material).

2.3. Clustering municipalities into groups

The authors suspected that relationships between severe diarrhea and household features may be inappropriately masked by the heterogeneity of the vastly different types of Brazilian municipalities. Analysis of aggregated countrywide data therefore would not help in designing targeted public health policies. Therefore, all observations in the data (from any year and municipality) were clustered using the k-means

Table 1
Household feature categories. Household feature data (2000–2012) and their descriptions were acquired from the Brazilian Primary Care Information System (SIAB). Note that the household (point-of-use) water treatment category does not consider possible water treatment carried out by a water supplier. The household features presented in this table were acquired as count data (number of families using a feature), which were transformed into proportions (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household feature category</th>
<th>Household feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Water supply</td>
<td>1.1 Public supply at premises or proximity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 Well or spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3 Other: rainwater, water truck or public fountain, well, or tap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Sanitation</td>
<td>2.1 Public sewage system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Any type of septic pit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.3 Open defecation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Waste management</td>
<td>3.1 Collected by a public or private company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 Burned/buried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3 Dumped/not disposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. House wall materials</td>
<td>4.1 Brick/adobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2 Rammed earth coated with plaster or similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3 Uncoated rammed earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4 Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.5 Reused/inappropriate materials, including cardboard, plastic, canvas, and straw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.6 Other materials such as stone or concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Household water treatment</td>
<td>Filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.2 Boiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3 Chlorinating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.4 No household water treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Electrification</td>
<td>6.1 Electrification (including non-continuous supply or non-regularized installation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

algorithm (MacQueen, 1967). All analyses were done with proportional data (occurrences in each municipality per municipal population, i.e., all values were between 0 and 1), which is why no additional normalization or standardization was necessary. In k-means clustering, similar observations are assigned to groups based on which group has the nearest mean. All household features were used as the clustering basis data. If observations from a single municipality appeared in several different clusters, the municipality was assigned to the cluster where it appeared the most often. Geographical information was not used in clustering. The optimal number of clusters was determined using the elbow (Thorndike, 1953) and silhouette (Rousseeuw, 1987) methods.

2.4. Principal component analysis of household features and regression within clusters

Each year, each family can belong to only one of the features within each feature category in the data. For example, a family can utilize (1) the public sewage system, (2) any type of septic pit, or (3) open defection. The optimal number of clusters was determined using the elbow (Thorndike, 1953) and silhouette (Rousseeuw, 1987) methods.

3. Results and discussion

The data were clustered to unmask spatial relationships between severe diarrhea and household features. Based on the silhouette and elbow methods, the optimal number of clusters was three. The geographical distribution of each cluster is presented in Fig. 3. The clusters were given labels (“advanced,” “mid-level,” and “basic”) based on the level of housing in the three clusters (Fig. 4). By and large, most municipalities belonging to the “advanced” cluster are located in the Southeast region (Fig. 3). “Mid-level” status municipalities are found in the South and Northwest regions, and “basic” municipalities are located mostly in the Northeast region. The Central-West region shows up as a mix of all three cluster types. These spatial patterns are clear even if geographic coordinates were not used in clustering. This is an expected cluster division, as the order of prosperity from richest to poorest region is Southeast, South, Central-West, North, and Northeast (Szwarcwald et al., 2016). According to Szwarcwald et al. (2016), the first three are thought to roughly resemble high-income nations, while the last two resemble low-income nations. These trends can also be seen in maps in the supplementary material depicting illiteracy and extreme poverty levels in Brazil (created from 2010 census data).

As can be seen from the boxplots of Fig. 4, the three clusters are different from each other. These differences can be seen most clearly when looking at the three top rows (= prevalence of 1. water supply, 2. sanitation, and 3. waste management), where the level of advancement of household features decreases from left to right. The boxes in the figure represent the most common cases in each cluster (lines inside boxes = medians). The “advanced” cluster includes the municipalities with the highest prevalence of the most progressive options of every household feature type. That is, most households in their municipalities use the public water supply at or near the premises, the public sewage system, waste collection by public or private companies, electrification, and brick/adobe walls. The “mid-level” cluster falls in the middle in terms of the level of its household features; it has the highest prevalence of mid-level household features (Fig. 4, second column in the top three rows). The “basic” cluster has the lowest prevalence of the most advanced household features and the highest prevalence of the most basic ones (Fig. 4, top three rows). These patterns mirror the overall levels of prosperity, education, and well-being within the clusters, as indicated in Fig. 5 (in terms of diarrhea and maps presenting the prevalence of illiteracy and extreme poverty (in the supplementary material)).

The “advanced” and “mid-level” clusters mostly have similar medians within the feature categories of water supply, sanitation, and waste management (top three rows) except in the right-most column, where the “advanced” cluster is clearly different from the other two
clusters. The features in the four bottom rows do not have a clear order of progressiveness. However, as filtering is the most common type of household drinking water treatment in the “advanced” cluster, it could be interpreted as being the most progressive option in that category. Fig. 4 also shows that some features are very rare. According to the data, wall types other than brick and wood are infrequent everywhere. Wooden houses are common only in the mid-level cluster. Boiling drinking water at home is also almost non-existent throughout. On average, on the municipality level, the population in the “advanced” cluster is three times the size of the population in the other two clusters (see the supplementary material).

Diarrhea prevalence in the three clusters follows a trend similar to the household features: diarrhea hospitalization prevalence of the over-5 population and under-5 children in the “basic” cluster are approximately two times more than in the advanced cluster, while the “mid-level” cluster falls somewhere in between (Fig. 5). The most drastic
difference is observed with children’s diarrhea death prevalence, which is three times higher in the “basic” cluster than in the “advanced” cluster. It is also notable that there is only a small difference in the prevalence of diarrhea hospitalizations and deaths between the very small age group of under-5 children and the rest of the population. In other words, diarrhea is a much more severe health concern among young children.

### 3.2. Principal component regression results

As this is an observational study on the municipal scale, the modest explanatory power of the models is expected (Table 2) because diarrhea is a complex phenomenon with many other explanations besides sub-optimal housing (see Section 3.7). As can be seen in Table 2, the relationships between diarrhea and household features vary significantly within the three clusters and among the different severe diarrhea outcomes. However, the regression models cannot be directly compared to each other because each model uses data from different municipalities due to clustering. It is well-established that all included household features correlate strongly with diarrhea (see Sections 3.2–3.5). The key aim was to present the relative strengths of relationships in the different clusters to be able to recommend targeted prioritization of features for different kinds of municipalities. Although using PCA obscures the interpretation of the effect of each feature (e.g., sewerage, septic tanks, and open defecation), the effects of feature categories (e.g., sanitation and waste management) can be compared to each other. In Table 2, ranks have been given to the significant ($p$-value $\leq 5\%$) independent variable (household feature) categories based on the magnitude of their total $t$-values within each category. This way, comparing the impact of different feature categories can be done. The loadings of the principal component variables are not discussed in detail, apart from those of the waste management feature category (Table 3). Details on the other principal components can be found in the supplementary material.

In terms of coefficient of determination ($R^2$) values, household features are overall the best predictors of severe diarrhea in the “advanced” cluster, while they have the smallest predictive power in the “basic” cluster. The “mid-level” cluster falls in between. The quality of housing in a cluster reflects the overall wealth and well-being of its municipalities (see illiteracy and extreme poverty maps in the supplementary material). Therefore, the comparatively good explanatory power in the “advanced” cluster could indicate that housing is increasingly a better indicator of severe diarrhea when overall well-being in an area is high. Note that at the same time, the more advanced the household features in a cluster, the lower the diarrhea prevalence (see Fig. 5). Conversely, in the opposite case, housing factors may explain less of the diarrhea variance in less well-off areas due to lower levels of education, income, and healthcare being stronger predictors in such municipalities (see Section 3.7).

Overall, the severe diarrhea outcome best predicted (highest $R^2$) with household features is diarrhea deaths of under-5 children. The models have the least predictive power for diarrhea deaths in the over-5 population. Young children are more susceptible to severe diarrhea. They also have poorer hygiene behavior than the over-5 population (Strina et al., 2003), making them more vulnerable to unsanitary household conditions. Over-5 population’s diarrhea deaths seem to be a more complex phenomenon, explained almost entirely by factors outside the household (significant coefficients, but low $R^2$). This indicates that improvements in the household might not be effective in combating diarrhea deaths in the over-5 population. The low explanatory power may be due to the cause of death being obscured by comorbidity or old age. The over-5 population’s diarrhea hospitalizations are also explained well by housing factors, as are children’s diarrhea hospitalizations in the advanced cluster. This may point to people being more willing and/or able to hospitalize their children due to diarrhea in more well-off areas than in poorer areas. The findings of Coube et al. (2023) are in line with this: wealthier Brazilians are more likely to make use of hospital services.

### 3.3. Significance of sanitation, point-of-use water treatment, and water supply (WASH)

The field consensus is that WASH is the main way to prevent diarrhea and related deaths (e.g., Fewtrell et al., 2005; WHO, 2017; UNICEF, 2022). However, surprisingly, the types of sanitation, water supply, and household drinking water treatment (components of WASH) did not seem to be the most important diarrhea determinants in the regression analyses of this study (Table 2). Nevertheless, household drinking water treatment did rank first or second in most models. The importance of sanitation varied from being the most impactful determinant in modeling diarrhea deaths of under-5 children in the “basic” cluster to being ranked last in some other models. Interestingly, the water supply determinants were the least important overall. This finding could
Principal component regression results. The “rank” column shows how impactful each household feature is in affecting diarrhea prevalence in comparison to the other features (1 = most impactful – bolded text; 6 = least impactful; – = not significant). The rank is determined by the combined magnitude of the t-values of principal components of each household feature category (e.g., PC1 sanitation and PC2 sanitation together determine the total impact of sanitation). sgn = significance (p-value) in stars (∗ ≤ 5 %, ** ≤ 1 %, *** ≤ 0.1 %). If all columns have “−”, the variable was not included in the model based on the AIC. If only the “sgn” column is marked “−”, the variable was selected for the model, but it is not significant. Household drinking water treatment is presented as “pou.” If a t-value has a - sign, it means the independent variable is negatively correlated with the dependent one and vice versa.

### Table 2

The benefits of filtering, chlorination, boiling, and not treating water at home vary of course, depending on whether the water source is a tap, a well, a bottle, or surface water. These are some of the main limitations of the data.

One reason the water supply variables often ranked last or were non-significant in the models may be that many high- or middle-income Brazilians, especially in cities, drink bottled water (Statista, 2022). Hence, they might not consume water from the water source recorded for them in the used data. Conversely, the household drinking water treatment variables often ranked near the top. Their interpretation is, however, not completely clear, as the used data are not linked in a way that would reveal which drinking water source households are using. The benefits of filtering, chlorination, boiling, and not treating water at home vary of course, depending on whether the water source is a tap, a well, a bottle, or surface water. These are some of the main limitations of the data.

Hand washing and other hygiene practices have also been shown to significantly reduce diarrhea prevalence even in rudimentary household

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Under-5 diarrhoea deaths</th>
<th>Under-5 diarrhoea hospitalizations</th>
<th>Over-5 diarrhoea deaths</th>
<th>Over-5 diarrhoea hospitalizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pc1_waste</td>
<td>35.39 0.00 *** 1</td>
<td>21.17 0.00 *** 1</td>
<td>16.71 0.00 *** 2</td>
<td>32.37 0.00 *** 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc2_waste</td>
<td>12.05 0.00 *** 1</td>
<td>21.17 0.00 *** 1</td>
<td>7.39 0.00 *** 2</td>
<td>5.39 0.00 *** 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc1_sanitation</td>
<td>2.39 0.02 * 4</td>
<td>9.48 0.00 *** 5</td>
<td>9.09 0.00 *** 3</td>
<td>4.85 0.00 *** 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc2_sanitation</td>
<td>9.15 0.00 *** 4</td>
<td>-12.53 0.00 *** 3</td>
<td>3.05 0.00 *** 4</td>
<td>-5.40 0.00 *** 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc1_water</td>
<td>-2.91 0.00 *** 6</td>
<td>-1.84 0.07 ** 3</td>
<td>-1.53 0.13 – 3</td>
<td>-2.81 0.00 ** 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc2_water</td>
<td>– – – – – – –</td>
<td>-1.50 0.13 – 3</td>
<td>– – – – – – –</td>
<td>-3.21 0.00 ** – – – – – – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc1_pou</td>
<td>-8.33 0.00 *** 2</td>
<td>-4.71 0.00 *** 3</td>
<td>1.63 0.10 – 3</td>
<td>2.31 0.02 ** 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc2_pou</td>
<td>-12.77 0.00 *** 1</td>
<td>1.46 0.14 – 3</td>
<td>– – – – – – –</td>
<td>-8.10 0.00 *** 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc2_pou</td>
<td>7.55 0.00 *** 3</td>
<td>-7.75 0.00 *** 2</td>
<td>– – – – – – –</td>
<td>-5.38 0.00 *** 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc1_walls</td>
<td>-3.10 0.00 *** 3</td>
<td>-6.29 0.00 *** 2</td>
<td>3.36 0.00 *** 4</td>
<td>-5.58 0.00 *** 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pc2_walls</td>
<td>-10.96 0.00 *** 3</td>
<td>-10.49 0.00 *** 3</td>
<td>-2.48 0.01 * 1</td>
<td>-2.58 0.00 *** 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>– – – – – – – –</td>
<td>– – – – – – – –</td>
<td>– – – – – – – –</td>
<td>– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>22.55 0.00 *** 4</td>
<td>23.93 0.00 *** 3</td>
<td>46.43 0.00 *** 2</td>
<td>56.61 0.00 *** 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:** The **“Advanced”** cluster includes the most impactful variables. The **“Mid-level”** cluster includes variables that are significant in the full model. The **“Basic”** cluster includes variables that are significant in the basic model.
conditions (e.g., Melo et al., 2008; Cairncross et al., 2010; Alebel et al., 2018). Data on this could not be found, but Brazilians are known to be very attentive to personal hygiene (Corona and Mulas, 2022), which may be another contributing factor in keeping diarrhea levels low even in impoverished areas. In this study, for less well-off areas, sanitation ranked as the most important household feature in affecting under-5 diarrhea deaths in the “basic” cluster. Otherwise, its rank varied from second to last. Although this study and their study are not directly comparable, this finding agrees with that of Nandi et al. (2017). They found piped water and improved sanitation to have the strongest diarrhea-preventing effects in poorer households. Many studies have similarly found that WASH factors have varying effects based on other circumstances (Sahiledengle et al., 2021; Carlton et al., 2014; Yaya et al., 2018). For example, sex and age of children, education of parents, and household wealth may increase or decrease the effects of WASH features on diarrhea (e.g., Yaya et al., 2016).

3.4. Significance of electrification and house walls

In this study, electrification was the only household feature that was not selected for any of the models constructed based on the AIC. This might point to it being a less impactful determinant of severe diarrhea than the other household features. Nevertheless, some scholars have found a few ways in which electrification may affect diarrhea prevalence. For example, Crawford (2009) noticed that consuming meat improperly stored due to lack of electrification led to a high prevalence of diarrhea in Jamaica. Samad and Zhang (2018) noticed a similar trend in Pakistan but assessed that the connection is due to the lack of health knowledge that would be gained through electronic media. Yaya et al. (2018) found that Nigerian households without electricity had 27% higher odds (highest odds in their multivariable study) of experiencing under-5 diarrhea, but the authors do not directly discuss why this is. Randremanana et al. (2016) found the same relationship but likewise do not discuss the mechanism behind the finding.

As with electrification, the effect of house wall materials (house type) on diarrhea has not been widely studied. In the results of this study, its rank among the other household features varied from second to last, and sometimes it was non-significant. Yaya et al. (2018) found that lacking concrete roofing and walls increased the odds of children experiencing diarrhea by 14–16%, compared to households with those features. Pattanayak and Wendland (2007) conversely found no connection between poor building quality and diarrhea. Some studies have looked at the floor or roof type instead of the wall type. For example, Ndikubwimana and Njendahimana (2020) and Melese et al. (2019) found that having an unimproved floor (mud, earth, or otherwise rudimentary) was a significant diarrhea risk factor. Housing materials and house types as diarrhea determinants may require more research.

3.5. Significance of waste management

Waste management was notably the most impactful factor ranking first (in seven out of twelve models) or second (in four out of twelve models) (Table 2). Furthermore, the significance level of its principal components was ≤0.1%, with only one exception. These results suggest waste management practices urgently need more attention as a preventative/predisposing feature across all severe diarrhea types and different types of municipalities. Also, some other authors have discovered a strong relationship between waste management and diarrhea. As in this study, some studies have even found the effect to be stronger than the WASH features. Randremanana et al. (2016) found the likelihood of severe diarrhea in children to be three times greater (OR = 3.2) in households with garbage on the premises than in garbage-free households. Such a clear relationship with WASH factors was not found in their study. Recent research has moreover identified an association between living near open dumpsites and respiratory and intestinal infections (Mberu et al., 2022), as well as an association between dumping of waste into rivers and burying waste with waterborne diseases including diarrhea (Rahman et al., 2021).

A few studies have specifically explored the garbage and diarrhea issue in Brazil. Bühlér et al. (2014) conducted a study on infant (age <1) diarrhea mortality and hospitalizations in Brazilian microregions in 2010. They looked at some of the most understood determinants of diarrhea (including WASH) and found only the level of garbage collection to be a significant determinant in both diarrhea deaths and hospitalizations. Moreover, Rego et al. (2005) conducted a cross-sectional study on under-2 children’s diarrhea in an impoverished neighborhood close to a city garbage dump in Salvador, Brazil. They noticed that out of many variables (including WASH, mother’s education, breast-feeding, and unemployed head of the family), exposure to garbage in the environment increased the risk for diarrhea the most (AOR: 3.98). Also, a few recent studies looking at the disease burden of Brazilian waste pickers noticed that along with other infectious diseases, they constantly suffer from diarrhea (Crucinel et al., 2019, 2020).

Dumping solid waste containing pathogens on household premises introduces another source of fecal pathogens in the household through several different mechanisms. An increase in especially rotavirus diarrhea hospitalizations has recently been associated with improper waste management (Ahmed et al., 2020). When children spend time in the yard, the risk of them getting exposed to pathogens in the waste and developing diarrhea goes up. Additionally, flies or other vectors might transport fecal pathogens from waste to foods (Brown et al., 2013). The connection between dumping sites and bacterial contamination of groundwater is also well-known (e.g., Wakida and Lerner, 2005), and dumping waste on household premises could have a similar effect on soil, runoff, and groundwater on a smaller scale. Dumping solid waste on household premises might be especially risky if the waste contains feces. A few studies point to unsafe child stool disposal significantly increasing the risk of children getting diarrhea (Bawankule et al., 2017; Simmen Mihrete et al., 2014; Yaya et al., 2018; Soboksí, 2021). Nevertheless, no data on children’s stool disposal were available for this study.

Another potentially diarrhea-causing waste type in households involved in animal husbandry is animal feces. Close contact with food animals is associated with increased diarrhea prevalence in the review article by Zambrano et al. (2014). The authors explain that living with livestock or poultry is especially risky for young children because they are more susceptible to the fecal-oral transmission that can occur when animal feces contaminate the soil. In another review article, Penakala-pati et al. (2017) recommend that future research should concentrate on thoroughly assessing and mitigating the health risks involved with animal feces.

3.6. Zooming in on waste management

Our finding of the strong association between severe diarrhea and waste management is surprising, and it may have important policy implications. For those reasons, waste management principal components and their regression outcomes are briefly discussed in this section to increase understanding of what interventions within waste management might be prioritized. Literature on the topic is discussed in the previous section.

The absolute magnitudes of loadings (+/−) of each waste management feature within PC1s and PC2s follow similar patterns (Table 3). This suggests these PC1s and PC2s might roughly have the same meanings across clusters in this case. Based on the loadings of the waste
management principal components and signs (+/−) of regression t-values (Table 2), some conclusions can be drawn. For example, in the case of under-5 children’s deaths and hospitalizations in the “basic” and “mid-level” clusters, the t-values of PC2s are notably larger (absolute values) than those of PC1s. This indicates that the associations between children’s severe diarrhea and PC2s are especially strong in these clusters, even if the PC1s explain much more of the variance of the waste management feature category (Table 3, bottom row). In PC2s, the loading of waste collection is essentially 0, leaving almost all the gravity to dumping trash and burning/burying trash. These factors together might point to the improvement from dumped trash to burning/burying trash being an important way to combat severe diarrhea in young children. Be that as it may, as has been demonstrated in this study as well as other works described in Section 3.5, solid waste management practices require more attention and research.

### 3.7 Ways forward

Especially in a middle-income country like Brazil, diarrhea hospitalizations and deaths are a complex phenomenon with a myriad of possible explanations, and household conditions are only one of them. Regarding this, in a summarizing multilevel study of low-income countries, Pinzón-Rondón et al. (2015) identified the most important factors increasing the risk of high diarrhea prevalence in under-5 children on the country level. These factors were low education of the mother, a working mother, not being fully vaccinated, and country-level income inequality and poverty. They also found that a nuclear family structure, advanced household sanitation, and household wealth decreased the risk of diarrhea. Many more renowned works in the field have found similar trends (e.g., Thapar and Sanderson, 2004; Sinmegen Mihrere et al., 2014).

The effects of healthcare on diarrhea have also been specifically studied in Brazil. The low prevalence of severe diarrhea is diminished by free and high-quality healthcare provided by the national publicly funded healthcare system (SUS). For example, Rasella et al. (2010) found that the SUS system’s Family Health Program (FHP) significantly reduced under-5 diarrhea deaths between 2000 and 2005. Many studies have also noted that after the start of the rotavirus vaccination campaign (2006) for 2- and 4-month-old infants, diarrhea hospitalizations (17–48 %) and diarrhea deaths (22–54 %) were reduced by the respective percentages in the below-5 age groups (Gurgel et al., 2011; do Carmo et al., 2011; Linhares and Justino, 2014).

Accordingly, household features are not the only factors contributing to the alleviation of the overall diarrheal burden of any country. Nevertheless, the authors argue that by comparing their impacts to each other, this study can help assess which ones should be prioritized to gain maximal health outcomes in different types of municipalities. Clustering could be utilized more often in analyses similar to this one, where localities of interest are distinctly different from each other and may therefore have dissimilar relationships with modeled diseases. Additionally, collecting household and lifestyle data on patients who are hospitalized or dead due to diarrhea (or some other disease) would make researching their determinants much more exact.

In a recent article considering governmental planning in Brazilian municipalities, Lima et al. (2020) point out that municipalities are bound by law to prepare municipal plans for sanitation and solid waste management to receive funds from the union for implementing related policies. They also point out that even if Brazilian municipalities have the main responsibility for carrying out related policies, it is not known if they have the capacity to plan and implement them. As a preliminary conclusion, Lima et al. found that municipalities are very heterogeneous in terms of realizing related planning processes. Insight from this study can hopefully be helpful for Brazilian municipalities in drawing up and implementing those plans in the near future.

Perhaps the most surprising finding of this study—that waste management may be more strongly associated with diarrhea than with WASH—requires more attention and research. The body of literature pointing to poor waste management being a serious health concern has grown significantly in the 2000s (Section 3.5). In their recent review paper, Al-Dailami et al. (2022) found that poor waste management threatens health through several mechanisms, such as contributing to spread of disease vectors and contaminating the air, soil, and surface as well as groundwaters. At the moment, however, waste management is not extensively discussed, for example, in the WHO Housing and Health guidelines (2018). Many risks to human health, such as poor air quality, household crowding, and high temperature, are reviewed in the WHO guidelines, but waste management is only discussed in the context of wastewater. Nonetheless, this study points to housing and public health policymakers possibly reaching superior health results by prioritizing waste management relative to some other housing improvements, especially when reducing the prevalence of dumped waste.

### 3.8 Study limitations

The results of this study on the significance of household features are compared to those of other works that have used a mixture of diarrhea outcomes (mild and severe) as their dependent variables. Their works have been conducted in areas comparable to the “mid-level” or “basic” housing clusters of this study. In the comparisons, it is assumed that the same factors that increase the risk of mild diarrhea also increase the risk of severe diarrhea. To keep this paper as concise as possible, the effects of each municipality type and feature type on each diarrhea outcome are not discussed separately.

Severe diarrhea has many different origins beyond housing. These include environmental and food-related causes, chronic diseases, and so forth (see Section 3.7). Diarrhea diseases also spread from other humans and animals. This is an observational study, which can only capture the correlation between household features and diarrhea on the municipal level. Therefore, causality between tested independent household features and severe diarrhea cannot be directly proven here. The data cannot be used to identify which features specifically affected each case of severe diarrhea. Additionally, the data do not include information on which feature combinations were utilized in households. This is unfortunate, as especially the significance of household water treatment is dependent on the used water source. Furthermore, the data do not specify details about household features, e.g., whether they are
functional and appropriately managed by households and stakeholders in each case. It is also likely that some errors have occurred in the data collection phase, especially as the data are so vast. Therefore, as already mentioned, some error removal was performed in clear cases. (See details in the supplementary material.)

Behavioral, economic, and practical factors may affect the ability and willingness to hospitalize patients with diarrhea, although the Brazilian health care system (SUS) is free of cost. Determining the diagnosis for deaths and hospitalizations may also be complicated by comorbidity. Some time has passed since the data were collected, so it does not accurately represent present-day Brazil. However, the development level of the data time period can be assumed to mirror that of many low- and middle-income countries and areas today. Diarrhea hospitalizations and diarrhea deaths are assumed to reflect the unreported overall burden of diarrheal diseases. Milder diarrhea cases are naturally much more prevalent. The authors argue that understanding derived from the data can thus be useful for current policy planning and also in mitigating milder forms of diarrhea.

Using PCA was efficient and even necessary due to the collinearity of household feature variables. Unfortunately, using PCA also obscures the effects of each household feature. However, the effects of each variable category are easily interpretable in the analysis of this study (Table 2). The causal relationship of each housing category with diarrhea has also been shown in other works (see the Sections 3.2–3.5). Therefore, the authors maintain that by comparing the t-values and p-values of household feature principal components to each other, they can be ranked, and thus preliminary recommendations can be given on how to prioritize the features in municipal policy planning.

4. Conclusion

In Brazil and many other countries, municipalities are the main duty-bearers in providing public health services, which is why the design of related policies should also rely on data analyses that fit the intervention scale. We aim to answer the research question: How do housing features relate to severe diarrhea prevalence in different types of municipalities? Exceptionally many household and diarrhea variables of vast and rare municipal-level data were utilized for the task.

Based on clustering, municipalities with the most “advanced” housing are in the Southeast region of Brazil and “basic” housing municipalities in the Northeast region, while the rest of the country roughly has “mid-level” housing. Under-5 children’s diarrhea deaths relative to the population were three times higher in the “basic” cluster than in the “advanced” cluster. Household features explained severe diarrhea prevalence best in the “advanced” cluster ($R^2 = 16–22\%$) and least in the “basic” cluster ($R^2 = 6–12\%$). Of the different severe diarrhea outcomes, deaths of under-5 children were best explained with household features ($R^2 = 10–22\%$), while those in the over-5 population were the least best explained ($R^2 = 0.3–7\%$).

Unlike previously thought, especially in the water field, improving WASH did not show up as the clear silver bullet for reducing diarrhea in any of the clusters (i.e., municipality types). In contrast, waste management turned out to have the strongest association with severe diarrhea prevalence overall. These findings add value to the existing literature: implications of waste management on diarrhea have not been under scrutiny with a dataset of the extent and granularity as the one employed here. The study brings more scientific backing on waste management’s crucial role as a diarrhea determinant and might prove essential for driving change in practical applications, such as housing and health policies.

In conclusion, municipal spending on housing could be tailored to each context to maximize inhabitant health, and waste management may require more attention. The findings of this extensive study may have important implications for public health and housing planning in low- and middle-income countries, where resources are typically scarce, and need to be carefully allocated to policies with best expected response.
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